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 It’s beginning of October, and that means it’s time for no. 9 of my Dice Digest!  

 
Let’s start off with new dice from HD. Nothing super fancy this time around. A new wispy 
white and light blue set, something new for their Luminary line, and two glitter sets. The 
pink ones seem to be reminiscent of the much beloved GenCon glitter dice, but remains to 
be seen until we see actual photos of these that aren’t product shots. 

 

 

 
Udixi has also been very prolific of 
late. More so than HD, it seems. We 
have a few new chunky glitter two-
tone sets with subtle swirls. 

On top of that, they are expanding 
their wizard font line with Borealis 
style sets in new colours. (Kinda wish 
they’d do this in a more normal font, 
though.) If you hate bubbles, beware. I 
think we need to expect these to have 
them, like the previous sets in this 
mould also did.  
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Please note that the clear set is very similar 
to one of the recent Eclipse Dice 
Kickstarter exclusive sets. Eclipse has 
confirmed that they are working with Udixi 
for their Kickstarter, so it’s possible these 
are basically the same dice in another 
mould. Suffice to say, Eclipse wasn’t very 
happy about this. 

Also new are dice with card game symbol 
inclusions (clubs, diamonds, hearts and 
spades).  

And last but not least, we have panda dice! 
Need I say more?  
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Oh boy, Die Hard Dice is at it 
again with new designs and 
expansion of their Avalore and 
Mythica lines. 

Avalore is gets two new sets 
that have a prismatic surface 
effect, and Mythica gets a new 
Dreamscape Frostfell metal 
set. 

Also new is the new metal line 
Dracona, with a dragonscale 
surface effect that has a 
prismatic rainbow shimmer. 
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URWizards is enticing us with these new 
star sign inspired gemstone dice. These 
are available in several different 
materials, among them synthetic cat’s 
eye in several colours, sandstone, agate, 
zircon, dichroic glass and opalite. 

 

 
Yusun introduces giant metal dice in a 
gear wheel design. It doesn’t say how 
large exactly these are, but there’s a 
regular sized d20 for reference, so that 
should give you an idea. 

If you fancy to get into the Halloween 
spirit, they also offer metal skull dice 
with a blood spatter effect. 
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New stuff from Cozy Gamer! They have 
recnently added three exclusive sharp 
edged sets to their store ($40 each), if 
you’re into that sort of thing. 

Also new is a set with coffee beans inside. 

 

 
Black Oak Workshop has Slash d6s for 
everyone needed matching themed d6s 
for characters that have claw attacks. 
Tabaxi, cats of prey, bears, you name it. 
These might be for you. 
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Kickstarters & News 

 

Finally, the often teased and long awaited new Kickstarter from Lindorm is online! With 
under two weeks to go, we have 10 designs unlocked, and hopefully one or more to come.  

One set of these costs around $16, and there’s a few other extras that are available, like a 
special coin or a faux leather dice bag. 

http://kck.st/2RvBNTy  

 

 

The Dicebound sharp-edged Kickstarter is going strong. For about $49 you can get a set of 
sharp-edged two-tone dice with inclusions, reminiscent of the Dispel Dice. 

15 designs have been unlocked to date, and you still have just over a week to back this one. 

http://kck.st/2ZADh3i   

 

http://kck.st/2RvBNTy
http://kck.st/2ZADh3i
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/dicebound/handcrafted-sharp-edged-rpg-dice
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/norsemythologydice/norse-mythology-dice-viking-saga
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Not that many Kickstarters this time around. This one only just 
went online – dice for food lovers. What you can pledge for here is 
clear dice with food related inclusions, such as (fake) strawberry 
candy, chocolate sprinkles, mini hamburgers, avocados, and much 
more.  

The Kickstarter will run all through October, and is still below its 
goal, but it’s early days and may get funded more or less easily. 
Time will tell. One set of these will run you $14.  

http://kck.st/3iugmx2   

 

 

http://kck.st/3iugmx2
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/divinghippostudio/food-lover-dice-food-miniatures-and-effects-in-dice-sets
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/divinghippostudio/food-lover-dice-food-miniatures-and-effects-in-dice-sets
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/divinghippostudio/food-lover-dice-food-miniatures-and-effects-in-dice-sets
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/divinghippostudio/food-lover-dice-food-miniatures-and-effects-in-dice-sets
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/divinghippostudio/food-lover-dice-food-miniatures-and-effects-in-dice-sets
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The Labmasu Poly-Dwarfs Kickstarter is in its last hours. 
You can back for raw, inked or handpainted resin sets, or 
just the STL 3D files. 

The Kickstarter is already fully financed. The STL files are 
12 EUR, the raw and inked resin sets are 14 and 18 EUR 
respectively, and the handpainted set is 50 EUR. 

There’s a few extras like a dice jail and a dice tray as well. 

http://kck.st/2Rw6JTI  

 

 

 

This is more dice adjacent than actual dice, as it’s a silicone mould for ice cubes in the 
shapes of polyhedral dice.  

For around $25 you can get an ice cube mould for a full polyset, and you still have about 
two weeks to back this one. It’s already funded way over goal – it seems that gamers are 
excited about accessorizing their game nights in style. 

http://kck.st/301NeqB  

 

 

http://kck.st/2Rw6JTI
http://kck.st/301NeqB
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/thelevelup/ice-dice
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/labmasu/poly-dwarfs-handcrafted-resin-dice-set-from-riot-dice
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/labmasu/poly-dwarfs-handcrafted-resin-dice-set-from-riot-dice
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